
  The October 2021 NEWSLETTER       

  

            Northern Arizona Flycasters  

                 An active member club of the World Wide organization   

              “Fly Fishers International”  

       “Conservation, Restoration, and Education through Fly Fishing”  

  

We support active involvement in cold water fisheries conservation.  We work to insure 

that Arizona’s habitat is not degraded and in the development and maintenance of fly 

fishing opportunities.   

  

We support the practice of “catch and release”, the use of barbless hooks, and quick and 

harmless release practices.  Fish should never be kept out of the water for over 60 seconds.  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

  

Northern Arizona Flycasters meets the first Wednesday of the month at the 

Arizona Game and Fish Regional office at 3500 S. Lake Mary Road, 

Flagstaff.  Meetings start at 7 PM with a board meeting at 6:00 PM.    

The meetings are free and the public is invited.  

  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

  

PRESIDENT’S DRIFT :  

We are back at the AZGF Region II Conference room, located at 3500 S. Lake Mary Road.  See you 
all this Wednesday at 7:00 pm for the regular meeting.  Anyone is welcome to attend the board 
meeting at 6:00 pm.  
  
This month's presentation: Knots to keep you fishing 
 
From the Durangler's Newsletter:  Where are You fishing this fall? 
 
Of course, the San Juan River is synonymous with crowds, but there are still opportunities for 
solace on our favorite New Mexico trout fishery, which fishes great in fall.  The key is to NOT go 
where everyone else is standing, and walk a little further (a few hundred yards further).  The flows 
are up to almost 1000cfs currently, which is great for spreading out the fish (and anglers) so just 
explore a little more, you might be surprised with what you find.  Take note that work is still being 
done on Navajo Dam, which is causing the first few miles below to discolor.  This has not really 
affected the fishing all that much, except trout WILL eat bigger flies such as worms, annelids, and 
leeches. 



 
Finally, do you know who else has to feed hard before our lakes freeze?  Pike.  Dust off your 
favorite meat slinging 7 or 8 weight out and head to one of our many pike fisheries.  With water 
temps cooling, we expect the bite to be good until the depths of the cold. 

 

 

 
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 
Board Meeting 6-7 pm 
Regular Club Meeting 7-8 pm 
 
Wednesday, November 3, 2021 
Board Meeting 6-7 pm 
Regular Club Meeting 7-8 pm 

 
Every club member is important to the wellbeing of our club and to our local 
fisheries. 
 
NAF needs your involvement and there are many volunteer venues available such as fishing trips, 

conservation, writing about club activities, and fund raising. Remember, NAF raises funds to 

support conservation efforts; we are a non-profit organization. You can sign-up to volunteer on 

our web site.  http://nazflycasters.com/volunteer/  

 

EDUCATION – 

 

Do 10 Foot Light-Line Fly-rods Make You a Better 

Angler? 
Are all new rods, merely small advances on a rod building 
theme? 

As an ex-tackle-store owner I guess I got to handle and trial way more fly-fishing rods than most. 

That included all that was touted to be the latest and greatest. 

Fact was that handling so many rods lead to the perhaps jaded view that all new rods were merely 

slight advances on a rod building theme, and big advances only existing in the persuasive power of 

the rod-makers advertising and marketing people. 
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I do know this, the majority of my customers who bought the latest rods, purchased 

them in the hope they would improve their casting, and therefore catch more fish. 

Course this never worked. Investing some time in casting practice, and learning some river craft, 

with their current rod would have served them better. 

But then my cash register needed constant feeding, so I rarely passed on that advice. 

Maybe this jaded outlook was the reason for the fact that the rod I used most was a 

8'6" Sage RPL+ 6 weight that I bought around 25 years ago. But maybe not. 

That old rod just felt right in my hand and over the years new rods that were lighter, with faster 

actions, yada-yada, just never got a look in. I stress that I did try new rods off and on, even bought 

a few, but they soon drifted into the back of my fishing gear cupboard, or into the hands of one of 

my sons. 

My 25 year old rod  could pretty much do all I needed or wanted to do when fishing. Mostly. 

Then, my interest whetted by a slew of articles in UK fly-fishing magazines on the advantages of 

10' rods for lighter weight rods, I took the opportunity to test a Sage Z-Axis 10' 6-weight. 

Compared to the RPL+ this new rod was light-speed fast. With the RPL+ I could go into the back-

cast, light a smoke and inhale its evil brew into what is left of my lungs, then come into a forward 

cast. 

The extra length took some getting used to. 

This new rod, loaded in a split-second and straightened faster.  

I was nearly going to consign 10' lightish weight rods to the 'next-big-thing that isn't' barrel, but a 

chance riverside meeting with a mate who had been using a 10 footer for a couple of years, and a 

bit of demonstration and coaching, followed by some practice sessions over the next week or two 

converted me to the long side. 

Since then my 8'6' foot RPL+ has been left all sad and neglected in the bowels of my fishing gear 

cupboard. 

Yes, I do occasionally feel remorse about the way I treated it, a sudden divorce after such a long 

and mostly happy relationship, but sometimes you just have to move on. 

 

Ten foot long, and longer, fly-rods are nothing new. 



They have been around for decades in the Spey casting field but mostly as heavy line-weight rods 

designed to be used two-handed. 

One-handed light line-weight rods in 10 foot plus lengths have also been around for some decades 

in the UK and Europe - fishing from boats in the loch-style still-water scene. 

But for stream and river fishing? Not so much. 

So what are the advantages of a 10' rod? 

I guess the number 1 reason is greater ability to control line on the water. 

• This is a distinct advantage if you are fishing with methods such as High-sticking, Czech 

nymphing, and fishing pocket water. 

• The extra length really does enhance the ability to 'lead' flies through potentially good 

water. 

• Fishing down-stream (or across and down) wet flies, wee wets, flymphs, and hackled 

nymphs all benefit from the enhanced line control. 

• The extra length enhances the ability to flick in mends to correct and lengthen drifts for all 

types of fishing. 

Longer casts are easier to make with a longer rod, but there are one or two 'buts' in 

this subject, (covered later). 

• 'Constrained' casts are easier and more effective.(Why? A little later.) Roll casts are usually 

easier to make, and if required can generally be cast further. 

• One-handed Spey casts such as the 'Snap C' and 'Snap T' are easier and can be cast further. 

• Line can be more effectively controlled and 'repaired' in the air as the cast unrolls toward 

the target. 

OK, so back to longer casts with a 10'foot rod. 

 

The casting gurus will tell us that the longer the arc the rod tip moves through, the longer the cast. 

So a 10' rod has the potential to cast further than a 9' rod. 

In the diagram here-about, you can see that if you stop a 10' rod at the same place as a 9' foot rod 

the 10' rod tip will move further. 



But using that logic why don't we have 20' rods so we can all cast into the middle distance? 

Well there are really long fly-rods used in the UK and Europe, up to 17' - but they are all two 

handed rods, used for salmon fishing. Longer two handed rods are used in the US steelhead fishery 

too. But these rods are simply too big, heavy and cumbersome to be cast one handed. 

So this brings us to the reason 10' rods are becoming popular now - graphite and its derivatives are 

leading to lighter and lighter rods. My old rpl+ rod is nearly 2 ounces heavier than my 10' rod. But 

it is not all about the lighter weight of the rod. 

The extra length has a disadvantage. 

Because the rod tip and the weight of the line is further away from the fulcrum (hand and wrist) 

there is more force exerted against the hand and wrist during the casting stroke - and if your cast is 

not made with good form you will really notice it. 

If you cast with a lot of wrist movement, and you really should not, you will be forced off the 

water with pain. 

The other disadvantage is that if you drop the rod tip during the forward or back cast the line will 

head downwards faster than when using a 9' rod. Not good. 

In general, a longer rod will magnify any casting issues you have. 

 However, if your casting stroke is good, start slow, finish fast, stop dead, using a relaxed style, the 

line will simply fly from the rod tip. 

If you buy a 10' rod in the hope of longer casts, and believe this will somehow deliver 

more fish - save your money.Instead, spend time getting your casting technique up to 

speed on your current rod, because a 10' rod will only magnify your casting faults. Then 

when your casting is up to speed, get a 10' rod and concentrate on cast accuracy and line 

positioning on the water. Then you can start catching more fish. 

 

 

 



 
 

Article written by Tony Bishop (Bish) 

 

NAF  EVENTS SCHEDULE   
 

Wednesday, October 6, 2021 
Board Meeting 6-7 pm 
Regular Club Meeting 7-8 pm 
 
Wednesday, November 3, 2021 
Board Meeting 6-7 pm 
Regular Club Meeting 7-8 pm 

 

 

Under discussion by board  

Fishing outings to local lakes  
   

Fly casting sessions on a regular basis. 

 

 Zoom meetings 
 

The Board welcomes suggestions from members.  
  

 

         NAF CLUB OFFICERS/COMMITTEE CHAIRS  

 President               Charles Simpson  

                                          Vice-President              Tom Hudnall  

 Secretary                    Mac McIlwaine  

  Treasurer              Denise Dean  
   

           Northern Arizona Flycasters  

PO Box 2924  

Flagstaff, Arizona  86003  

Website- www.nazflycasters.org  
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